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Abstract

We investigated the cardiorespiratory responses to semi-supine exercise with (SS-45°) and without (SS-0°) a left-lateral tilt in fifteen adults, at fixed power output (70W) and matched heart rates. At 70W, oxygen uptake and heart rate reduced from upright to SS-0° then increased to SS-45° (p<0.05). At matched heart rates, oxygen uptake and efficiency were lowest in SS-45° (p<0.05). Left-lateral tilting should not be performed under the assumption that each position replicates the same cardiorespiratory responses.

Novelty

- Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise are influenced by left-lateral tilting, which should not be performed under the assumption that physiological responses are replicated between left-lateral positions.
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Introduction

Purpose-built cycle ergometers for stress echocardiography utilise left-lateral tilting to facilitate image acquisition (Lancellotti et al. 2017). There is no specified degree of semi-supine (SS) lateral tilt recommended (Lancellotti et al. 2017) but the degree of rotation varies to optimise image quality. Laboratory investigations have employed exercise protocols including upright (Unnithan et al. 2015) and (semi)supine positions, with the latter conducted using differing left-lateral tilt angles (Stöhr et al. 2012; Beaumont et al. 2017). The cardiometabolic responses during submaximal exercise between upright and SS/recumbent body positions have been studied (Saitoh et al. 2005; Egaña et al. 2013), yet the influences of left-lateral tilting are unknown.

Studies typically assess functional reserve using fixed power outputs (Unnithan et al. 2015) or power output relative to a predetermined maximum (Beaumont et al. 2017). However, this results in different heart rate (HR), metabolic and gas exchange profiles between individuals. Since many functional cardiac measures are known to be HR dependent, this makes inter-study comparisons challenging. To overcome this, studies can use a fixed target HR but this results in very different power outputs and oxygen uptake ($\dot{V}O_2$) between individuals for the same HR (Carrick-Ranson et al. 2014).

Investigations commonly ascertain maximal exercise performance using an upright cycling position, and then apply the required workload as a specific percentage in a (semi)supine position with a left-lateral tilt (Stöhr et al. 2012). Although maximal oxygen uptake is similar in upright and SS tilted positions, maximal workload is lower in the latter (Forton et al. 2016), and this uncoupling of oxygen uptake and power output is seldom considered, especially at submaximal workloads.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the cardiorespiratory responses during submaximal cycling in upright and SS positions with and without a left-lateral tilt during fixed power output and HR matched exercise.

**Materials and Methods**

**Participants**

Fifteen healthy and normally-active participants volunteered to participate (9 males and 6 females; age, 25±4 years; stature, 175.8±7.5 cm; body mass, 74.4±2.9 kg; body mass index, 23.9±3.3 kg.m\(^2\)). A medical questionnaire was used to determine and exclude any past or present knowledge of cardiovascular or cardiorespiratory diseases and diabetes. Before the experimental day, participants were asked to refrain from performing vigorous physical exercise (48 hours) and the consumption of caffeine or alcohol (24 hours). Participants provided written informed content before their participation in the study, which was reviewed and approved by the school ethics committee. All procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Experimental protocol**

Participants attended the laboratory twice at least 24 hours apart. The first visit was a familiarisation session whereby participants were acquainted with the cycle ergometer (ergoselect 1200P, ergoline GmbH, Germany) in the SS position without a left-lateral tilt (SS-0°) and with a left-lateral tilt to 45° (SS+45°). The ergometer was adjusted to a vertical inclination angle of 23° (the highest possible inclination to achieve left-lateral tilt) and the seat height, hip and arm supports were adjusted to their preferred position. Participants cycled at 70 watts and 70 rpm for 5-min at SS-0° and SS+45°; separated by 5-min passive recovery. The second visit was the main experimental day and following 5-min rest in each of the 3 positions
participants performed 5 x 5-min bouts of submaximal cycling at 70 rpm, separated by 5 min passive recovery. This study employed semi-randomisation with participants first completing upright ergometry (Monark, 874E, Sweden) at 70W, followed by 4x5 min bouts of submaximal cycling on the SS ergometer in a randomised order. Two matched power output (70 W) bouts were performed at SS-0° and SS+45°, in addition to two matched HR bouts (HR matched to upright cycling) at SS-0° and SS+45°. See Supplementary Material S1 for illustration of SS-0° and SS+45°.

Blood pressure (ergoline, Germany) and HR (H7, Polar Electro, Finland) were recorded within the last 2 min for each exercise bout. Power output (W) was noted for bouts 4 and 5 (matched HR) at the termination of cycling. Rate pressure product (RPP) was the product of HR and SBP, which represented myocardial demand (Armstrong et al. 2016). Oxygen pulse (O₂ pulse) was determined as \( \dot{V}O_2/HR \). The breath-by-breath metabolic system (MetaMax 3B, Cortex, Germany) was calibrated for gas and flow, with a smoothing of 3 moving data points applied during analysis, for the determination of \( \dot{V}O_2 \), carbon dioxide (\( \dot{V}CO_2 \)) and minute ventilation (\( \dot{V}E \)). These indices were recorded as the average of the final minute for all conditions. Gross efficiency (GE) was calculated (Gaesser and Brooks 1975) following the determination of the rate of energy expenditure (EE) (Brouwer 1957). The difference between resting and exercise EE were used to determine the true energy cost (TEC), which in turn was used in the calculation of NE (Gaesser and Brooks 1975). See Supplementary Material S2 for detailed equations. RPE (Borg 1970) and rating of perceived comfort [(RPC] modified according to Borg et al., (1970)) were recorded. For bouts 4 and 5, measurements were not collected until HR was within ± 5 beats.min⁻¹ of the target HR.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (V.23 and V.25; IBM Company, SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). Data normality was assessed by Shapiro-Wilk. The effect of tilt position was compared within matched power output and matched HR, separately. For normally distributed data, one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Bonferroni post hoc. For non-normally distributed data, a Friedman test was used followed by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for post hoc analyses, with manual Bonferroni correction applied to the statistical significance alpha level for multiple pairwise comparisons. Statistical significance was granted as p≤0.05.

Results

Cardiorespiratory variables during exercise for fixed power output and HR matched conditions are shown in Table 1.

Fixed power output

HR was lower in SS-0° than upright and SS+45°, yet greater in SS+45° compared with upright (p<0.05). RPP, $\dot{V}O_2$ and $\dot{V}CO_2$ were lower in SS-0° compared with upright and SS+45°(p<0.05), which did not differ between upright and SS+45°. $\dot{V}_E$ was lower in SS-0° compared to upright and SS+45°, however, $\dot{V}_E$ was greater in SS+45° than upright (all p<0.05). EE and TEC were lower in SS-0° than upright and SS+45° (p<0.05). GE and NE were greater in SS-0° than upright and SS+45° (p<0.05), with no differences in EE, TEC, GE or NE between upright and SS+45° (p>0.05). RPE and RPC were greater in SS+45° compared with upright and SS-0° (p<0.05).
Matched HR

Power output was greater in SS-0° compared to upright and SS+45°, but was lower in upright than SS+45° (p<0.05). \( \dot{V}O_2 \) was similar between upright and SS-0° (p>0.05) but lower in SS+45° than upright and SS-0° (p<0.05). \( \dot{V}CO_2 \) was lower in SS+45° than upright (p<0.05), yet comparable to SS–0° (p>0.05). O2 pulse did not differ between upright and SS-0° (p>0.05), yet was lower in SS+45° than SS-0° (p<0.05). EE was lower in SS+45° than upright (p<0.05) but similar to SS-0° (p>0.05). TEC, GE and NE were lower in SS+45° than upright and SS-0° (p<0.05). Whereas, GE and NE were greater in SS-0° than upright (p<0.05). RPE and RPC were greater in SS-0° and SS+45° than upright, while RPC was greater in SS+45° than SS-0° (all p<0.05).

Discussion

This study identified that left-lateral tilting during SS exercise at matched power output reduces cycling efficiency and removes the cardiovascular advantages of SS cycling without a lateral tilt, compared to upright exercise. Secondly, despite similar HR and RPP during matched HR exercise, power output and mechanical efficiency were variable between positions.

At matched power output, submaximal ergometry was more efficient in the SS-0° position compared with upright, whereby metabolic state (\( \dot{V}O_2, \dot{V}CO_2, \dot{V}E, \) RER) and myocardial work (HR, RPP) reduced, while cycling efficiencies (GE and NE) increased. As a comparison with the same external power output (70W), our observations conflict with other work that has observed no difference in HR, RPP and \( \dot{V}O_2 \) between upright and recumbent cycling (70°) (Saitoh et al. 2005). The authors speculated an insufficient venous return to induce physiological differences between positions, whereas the lower incline angle (~23°) used in this study could hold some accountability for reduced myocardial work and superior
efficiency during low-moderate intensity exercise. Moreover, the back support during ergometry in SS-0° could have contributed to enhanced cycling efficiency with localisation of muscular work to the lower extremities, in contrast to the additions of upper extremity and trunk activation with upright cycling (Saitoh et al. 2005).

Our study provides novel documentation that the cardiovascular advantages were lost when exercising with a left-lateral tilt. Accordingly, it is reasonable to suggest that for a given absolute workload (W), the degree of left-lateral tilt should be standardised to minimise the variation in cardiovascular response during submaximal exercise. We utilised SS-0° and SS+45° set points to gain insights pertaining to the maximum possible difference between position. Yet, the degree of tilt utilised in stress echocardiography is often the consequence of image quality and will likely vary between these set points, with some individuals requiring little-no tilt and others considerably more. Nevertheless, there is a clear trade-off between altering lateral tilt angle to optimise image acquisition, yet at the possibility of changeable myocardial work. Furthermore, body support in most cardiac imaging ergometers when in the SS+45° position, is predominantly limited to underarm and hip anchor points. Handle bar gripping may be similar between upright and SS-0° positions, while grasping the hand grip and blood pressure cradle for additional stabilisation in the SS+45° posture compared to SS-0°, could have contributed to the elevated cardiovascular response. SBP increased to a greater extent from rest to exercise in SS+45° (Δ45±12 mmHg) than SS-0° (Δ33±8 mmHg; post-hoc, p<0.01), which suggests some sustained isometric work. Greater RPE and RPC in SS+45° may indicate a psychophysiological interaction from exercising in a relatively unfamiliar body position, along with a significant tilt angle that could have amplified the sympathetic response and magnified myocardial work beyond the physiological demand for physical exercise alone.

We extend prior work of lower maximal workload in SS+33° (using a similar ergometer as in this study) than upright (Forton et al. 2016), by reporting that a given submaximal power output
did not elicit the same physiological response in upright and SS positions. Therefore, it may not be feasible to apply a percentage of maximal workload obtained in the upright position to a SS position for submaximal exercise and consequently, it may be more advisable to conduct maximal and submaximal exercise tests in the same position.

When exercise is prescribed using low intensity HR matching, comparable RPP suggests similar myocardial demand between upright, SS-0° and SS+45° positions. The lower power output in SS+45° was not matched by a reduction in HR, SBP or RPP. Despite reduced power output, which may also provide an explanation for the lower EE and O₂ pulse in the SS+45° position compared to upright and SS-0° positions, respectively, this posture was still associated with the lowest NE and GE. The reduction in power output is likely responsible for the decrease in \( \dot{V}O_2 \) and consequently, there appears an uncoupling between myocardial work and whole-body metabolic state during submaximal exercise. Some individuals may be more influenced by the body position (tilt) than the intensity of exercise per se, such that HR becomes elevated above the metabolic demands of the exercise intensity. This is supported by the lower TEC of exercise in the SS+45° cycling position which implies that less muscular work was required to elicit the same HR in SS+45° position. This means cardiac observations may be performed at a target HR with the patient performing less physical work without changes in perception of exertion, and may be advantageous in populations with limited exercise tolerance. The present observations may enable clinicians and researchers to adjust left-lateral tilt angle, since myocardial work was similar with or without tilting. However, this is at the consequence of a reduced cycling efficiency, power output and \( \dot{V}O_2 \) in the SS+45° position and thus, for a given HR during exercise in the SS+45° position, may not be predictive of the metabolic demands and TEC of SS-0° or normal, upright ergometry. Although, it has been suggested that the variabilities in systemic \( \dot{V}O_2 \) and cardiac function could be related (Armstrong et al. 2016). Thus, despite exercising at a fixed HR, increasing the lateral tilt angle
may as a result, influence markers of cardiac function, yet this requires further exploration with cardiac imaging.

Only young, healthy individuals were included in this study which limits the inference to other populations. Clinical groups may require a greater positioning challenge and within these individuals, image quality would likely take precedence. Although attempts were made to maintain HR in the target range, HR response was variable in some individuals during the SS+45° position despite a considerable lowering of power output. Therefore, the ability to control HR in the left-lateral position may be compromised in some individuals. We randomised the SS positions while upright exercise was performed first which may impart some ordering bias. This ordering sequence was necessary to ascertain the target HR for subsequent SS cycling bouts. To build upon the present exploratory investigation, future studies are warranted to investigate the influence of left-lateral tilting on clinically relevant markers of cardiac function derived from imaging.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that left-lateral tilting during SS, matched power output (W) exercise reduces cycling efficiency and removes the cardiorespiratory advantages of SS cycling observed in the SS-0 position compared with upright exercise. Whereas, matched HR exercise was not coupled with power output of metabolic demand. Therefore, irrespective of the chosen method to elicit an exercise intensity, left-lateral tilting should not be performed under the assumption that each position replicates the associations between HR, power, cardiovascular and metabolic responses to a physiological exercise stress.
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Table 1. Exercising cardiorespiratory responses in the upright and SS positions during matched power output and heart rate matched conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Matched power output</th>
<th>Heart rate matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upright</td>
<td>SS-0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output (W)</td>
<td>70 ± 0</td>
<td>70 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiorespiratory parameters and efficiencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (beats min⁻¹)</td>
<td>119 ± 17</td>
<td>114 ± 20 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP (mmHg)²</td>
<td>145 ± 13</td>
<td>140 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP (mmHg²)</td>
<td>73 (13)</td>
<td>69 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPP</td>
<td>18319 (6047)</td>
<td>15271 (4577) †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(beats.min⁻¹.mmHg)³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ pulse (mL.beat⁻¹)</td>
<td>10.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>10.5 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₂ (mL.kg.min⁻¹)</td>
<td>18.0 (4.8)</td>
<td>15.0 (3.7) †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCO₂ (L.min⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.04 ± 0.08 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V̇E (L.min⁻¹)</td>
<td>34.5 ± 3.1</td>
<td>30.0 ± 3.2 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE (J s⁻¹)</td>
<td>445.8 ± 24.6</td>
<td>397.4 ± 24.8 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy Cost (J s⁻¹)</td>
<td>331.1 (32.2)</td>
<td>300.7 (28.9) †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE (%)</td>
<td>15.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>17.7 ± 1.1 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE (%)</td>
<td>20.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>23.7 ± 1.5 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ratings of perception**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RPE</th>
<th>11 (4)</th>
<th>11 (3)</th>
<th>14 (4) † ‡</th>
<th>11 (4)</th>
<th>12 (2) †</th>
<th>13 (2) †</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
<td>16 ± 2 † ‡</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
<td>11 ± 2 †</td>
<td>16 ± 1 † ‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation for normally distributed data or median (interquartile range) for non-normally distributed data.

\( a \) n=14 for matched power output – variable HR. SS+45° semi-supine with a left-lateral tilt of 45°, SS-0° semi-supine without a left-lateral tilt, **SBP** systolic blood pressure, **RPP** rate pressure product, **RPE** rating of perceived exertion, **RPC** rating of perceived comfort, **O₂ pulse** oxygen pulse, **NE** net economy, **HR** heart rate, **GE** gross economy, **EE** energy expenditure, **DBP** diastolic blood pressure, \( \dot{V}_E \) minute ventilation, \( \dot{V}O_2 \) volume of oxygen uptake, \( \dot{V}CO_2 \) volume of carbon dioxide production, † \( p<0.05 \) compared to upright, ‡ \( p<0.05 \) compared to SS-0°.